
Chapter 183 

Zhang Fan went back to the dormitory to change clothes, and then called Shaohua, because Shaohua 

also knew that Zhang Fan went to participate in the award of outstanding young people today. He 

should wait for good news at home. 

 

"Aunt and uncle, have you eaten yet." Zhang Fan calls Shaohua. 

 

"They ate late at noon. In the evening, they had no appetite to eat. They went out to slip their legs. I'm 

waiting for you. Have you finished your meeting? Did you speak on the stage? " Shao Hua said with a 

smile. 

 

"No, the level is not enough. Don't let me speak on the stage. Stop cooking and come out to dinner ~ ~ 

"Zhang Fan told Shaohua what happened. 

 

 

"Are you okay! Are you tired? " Shaohua asked with concern. 

 

 

"It's all right. I'm not tired at all. It's going well. Let me pick you up! Meet some new friends by the way. " 

 

 

"OK. Then I'll wait for you at the door of the community. " 

 

"Well, it's estimated that it will come in more than 20 minutes. Don't come down too early. It's very 

cold." Zhang Fan rushed casually, put on his usual clothes and went out. He really didn't adapt to his suit 

and tie. 

 

 

When Zhu Bing saw Shao Hua, the flame that had been extinguished began to rise again. Goose leader is 

super spicy. The food for five people is also hot. After the unexpected incident, Lu Renjia was much 

calmer, not so proud and charming. He also smiled at Zhu Bing. They were comrades in arms who had 

fought together! But the daughter of an ordinary policeman and a senior official who can only work hard 

doesn't know whether there is any result. I hope it won't be scarred in the end! 

 

 

On Monday, Zhang Fan just entered the Department and asked the medical department to call him 

before reporting to the director. It turned out that yesterday, the pregnant women came to the 

municipal hospital with hundreds of relatives and friends. 

 

The formation was quite large. They specially hired a drum team to blow from the city center to the gate 

of the city hospital. 



 

 

The child's father is the young backbone of the post office. This time, in order to really thank the life-

saving benefactor, he specially invited the leaders of the post office to the hospital to thank him. 

 

Although there was no communication in advance, the post office leader of a Municipal Bureau and 

Ouyang of the municipal hospital were at the same level. Just for this, Ouyang also personally received 

the people at the door. 

 

This kind of thing is what Ouyang is most willing to do. The hospital has a special publicity officer. Zhang 

Fan is photographed around with a golden flag like a monkey. Some people are born to be leaders, while 

others are born unfit for this leadership position. 

 

Zhang fan can talk freely whether he is a patient or a family member. He is not timid about how difficult 

the operation is and how difficult the family member is. But in the face of this kind of thing and this 

honor, Zhang Fan is really a little uncomfortable and shy. He always feels as if he has done something 

shady and has been found. The common problem of technical dogs, hey! What Dean! I can't count on 

any management. 

 

Ouyang also saw that Zhang Fan was not as natural as usual. Ouyang was lucky but lost. She liked Zhang 

Fan very much and she would retire in five years. It's not easy for her to find a successor doctor. Zhang 

Fan's medical level is very high. Although the tea market is very small, she thinks it would be good for 

Zhang Fan to take over her mantle in the future, and she must let Zhang Fan settle down. 

 

It is this idea of family and country, the Confucian idea, good or bad, that can still be squeezed together 

after many years of the fragmentation of China. But this idea has been affecting everyone's daily life, 

and has a greater impact on this kind of officialdom intellectuals. 

 

Zhang Fan has no technical problems. If she can adapt to officialdom, she is definitely the most ideal 

hospital successor. With the help of Li Xiao and her, there is no hope. But today, she really understands 

Zhang Fan. She is a pure technician. It's OK to be the president! 

 

She was glad that Zhang Fan was not lost in this honor. The loss was that she felt that the hospital could 

not hold Zhang Fan, because the biggest advantage was gone. How could she attract a very excellent 

talent. 

 

Someone here will say, will the Dean consider Zhang Fan like this? Don't mention the president. What 

about the president? As long as you still live in this place and don't show kindness when you are in 

office, it's impossible to contact a single ward when you retire, let alone anything else. She is also 

watching to see if Zhang Fan is a person who knows how to repay his kindness. Don't observe now, 

Zhang Fan is not suitable! 

 

This is also a common problem in Chinese officialdom. Most leaders have the courage to work hard and 

forge ahead in middle age. But once you get older and want to retire, you either train your successors or 



cheer to earn a pension, and the more you retire, the more unscrupulous you are. Why? Lack of security 

or worry about the bleakness of the evening. The same is true of officials and civilians. They lack a sense 

of security. When people get old, they love their children and money. What is the reason? It is because 

of the lack of security. 

 

It's over. The honor belongs to the hospital, which is also the sadness of technical talents. The 

technology field kills all sides, but once you enter the officialdom, you'll be fooled like a retarded 

person! 

 

Zhang Fan has entered the Department. Dili Bayer, director of Endocrinology 

 

No matter who you are, she won't give anyone face if you don't take responsibility and study hard“ Dr. 

Zhang, surgery and internal medicine are different. I have reviewed a lot of surgical medical records. To 

be honest, if I follow my regulations, there is no qualified medical record. The course record is not 

simple. I hope you don't bring it to the internal medicine. I also know your surgical level is very good, but 

what kind of hospital is this? It's a small frontier hospital. The outside world is very big. I hope a little 

achievement will not restrict your vision. A qualified excellent surgeon should be more proficient not 

only in surgery, but also in internal medicine! " 

 

"OK, director, I see!" Zhang Fan nodded and was taught. What others said was right. 

 

"Don't think I'm too busy. I don't want a person with talent in medical technology to die out in the end!" 

Dilibair looked at Zhang Fan with bright eyes. 

 

"I understand, director. I will live up to your expectations." Zhang Fan said. 

 

"It's not my expectation, but don't live up to yourself. Your age is the time to lay the foundation. You 

should know how to choose or not! If you think my words are reasonable, do it. If you think they are 

unreasonable, you don't have to pay attention to them. This is the latest endocrine journal. I will ask 

questions during the ward round next week. " Then he handed Zhang Fan a thick book. Zhang Fan took it 

over and looked silly! 

 

When you are engaged in the technology industry, you will definitely meet the usually kind and polite 

old people, but you are not considerate at work, and you are more strict with the talents you like. Why? 

This is the common problem of technicians. These people are not equal to bureaucrats! China's health 

industry is advancing by leaps and bounds. These old doctors who don't know how to deal with the 

world and are strict with the requirements have made great contributions. 

 

How harsh was Mr. Qiu with his disciples in those years? His disciples could read through the original 

German medical textbooks. What era was that! At that time, there was no systematic teaching material 

of Western medicine in China. It was through this harshness that the children brought out killed the 

southern surgical system. Even if you go to the top hospitals in the south a hundred years later, almost 

all the cutting-edge surgeons are inextricably related to Qiu Lao. 

 



Zhang Fan went out with books! This book is really heavy. It's estimated that it won't work without liver 

failure! 

 


